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Abstract: Microgrids can operate stably in both islanded and grid-connected modes, and the transi-
tion between these modes enhances system reliability and flexibility, enabling microgrids to adapt to
diverse operational requirements and environmental conditions. The switching process, however,
may introduce transient voltage and frequency fluctuations, causing voltage and current shocks to
the grid and potentially damaging devices and systems connected to the microgrid. To address this
issue, this study introduces a novel approach based on the Extended State Observer (ESO) and the
Super-Twisting Algorithm (STA). Power conversion systems use Virtual Synchronous Generator
(VSG) control and Power-Quality (PQ) control when they are connected to the grid or when the
microgrid is not connected to the grid. VSG and PQ share a current loop. Transitioning the reference
current generated by the outer loop achieves the switching of control strategies. A real-time observer
is designed to estimate and compensate for current fluctuations, disturbances, and variations in
id, iq, and system parameters during the switching process to facilitate a smooth transition of con-
trol strategies. Furthermore, to enhance the dynamic response and robustness of the system, the
Proportional–Integral (PI) controller in the ESO is replaced with a novel super-twisting sliding mode
controller based on a boundary layer. The Lyapunov stability principle is applied to ensure asymptotic
stability under disturbances. The proposed control strategy is validated through simulation using
a seamless switching model of the power conversion system developed on the Matlab/Simulink
(R2021b) platform. Simulation results demonstrate that the optimized control strategy enables smooth
microgrid transitions, thereby improving the overall reliability of grid operations.

Keywords: microgrid; seamless switching; extended state observer; super-twisting algorithm; virtual
synchronous generator; power-quality control

1. Introduction

As the assimilation of renewable energy sources such as wind and solar into the power
grid continues to increase, the large-scale integration of distributed energy into the distribu-
tion network is expected to have adverse effects on the stability of the grid. Energy storage
plays a crucial role in reducing the fluctuations of distributed energy sources, enhancing
system stability and being pivotal in the operation of microgrids [1]. The capability of
microgrids to operate in both islanded and grid-connected modes is advantageous, and
mitigating the impacts during mode transitions is a key focus in microgrid research [2].
Due to the inherent variability of renewable energy generation, Power Conversion Systems
(PCSs) in energy storage inverters are required not only to provide active and reactive
power to the main grid during grid-connected conditions, but also to stabilize voltage and
frequency in islanded mode. The coordinated control of PCSs is crucial for ensuring the
stable operation and smooth transition of microgrids [3–5], highlighting the necessity for
research on control strategies.
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To achieve smooth operation and seamless transition in microgrids, researchers have
employed various control strategies to enhance system stability. By simulating the mechan-
ical structure of a synchronous generator, Virtual Synchronous Generator (VSG) control
imparts system inertia and damping, thereby enhancing the robustness of microgrid sys-
tems [6,7]. It plays a crucial role in stabilizing voltage and balancing power in power
systems. To address voltage fluctuations and current shocks during microgrid transitions,
researchers have extensively studied switching control. These methods are generally
divided into two types. The first involves improving the VSG algorithm parameters’
adaptability to disturbances during the switching process. The second section focuses on
improving inverter control performance.

A study [8] compared VSG/PQ control with droop control, where VSG/PQ showed
better results but the switching-induced current shocks were significant. Another study [9]
proposed an improved voltage loop control structure based on VSG control, achieving a
smooth transition from grid-connected to islanded mode. However, simulation results
indicated residual current distortion during the transition. A strategy for seamless switch-
ing control with shared current loops for VSG and PQ was proposed in [10], adjusting the
weight of current references from both control strategies for seamless transition. However,
weight settings led to prolonged adjustment times. Studies [11,12] presented a parallel
switching method based on a numerical buffer for VSG/PQ, achieving smooth transitions
between microgrid-islanded and grid-connected operations. Another study [13] utilized
a state follower to track controller outputs in both modes, achieving smooth transitions
but with minor voltage and current fluctuations. To achieve zero steady-state tracking
errors and improve response speed and robustness, ref. [14] introduced a third-order slid-
ing mode control with a saturation function replacing the sign function. However, the
saturation function is discontinuous and not differentiable, affecting its ability to track
sudden changes during grid transition. The super-twisting sliding mode algorithm is a
continuous alternative, but the existence of discrete steps and sign functions can still result
in chattering. Ref. [15] utilized the super-twisting algorithm for controlling grid-connected
inverters, making the control signal continuous to reduce chattering, but did not consider
off-grid operation or the system’s stability during transitions. Ref. [16] optimized the super-
twisting algorithm using a saturation function, but the boundary layer problem became
another limiting factor, requiring a comprehensive consideration of control accuracy and
chattering elimination.

Building upon the existing research on seamless transitions in microgrids, this paper
proposes a seamless switching control strategy for PCS based on VSG/PQ. Building upon
VSG/PQ switching, the VSG and PQ share the inner current loop, achieving control strategy
transitions by switching the outer loop current command. This ensures synchronicity
between the control strategy switch and the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) switch
moment. To fix the small changes in voltage and current that happen when current
commands are suddenly changed, a super-twisting sliding mode controller is being built
to replace the traditional current inner loop. This will make the system more stable
and responsive, ensuring that the microgrid works well and responds quickly. Finally,
an improved boundary saturation function is designed to optimize the super-twisting
algorithm. By employing different convergence strategies inside and outside the boundary
layer, the system’s chattering is weakened, improving dynamic response performance and
achieving smooth transitions.

2. Modeling of the Inverter

As shown in Figure 1, the microgrid system mainly consists of primary equipment
such as a photovoltaic power generation system, energy storage system, and load, as well
as secondary equipment for measurement, monitoring, and protection. The alternating
current (AC) bus is connected to the large power grid by the grid-connected switch. There
are many operation modes in the micro-grid, such as off-grid operation, grid-connected
operation, and pre-synchronous operation.
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Kirchhoff’s voltage law is used to set up the current state equations for the PCS in the 
d-q rotating coordinate system for the main circuit shown in Figure 2. The current state 
equations for the PCS can be formulated as follows using the d-q coordinate system: 

Figure 1. Structure of the photovoltaic storage microgrid.

When there are many distributed power sources in the micro-grid, the control mode
can be divided into master–slave, peer-to-peer, and hierarchical control. Because of the
uncertainty of photovoltaic power generation, its power output has a large fluctuation, so
the energy storage system can be used as the main control unit and the photovoltaic power
generation system as a subordinate control unit.

The configuration of the PCS in a microgrid is depicted in Figure 2. When the switch
CB at the PCC is closed, the PCS operates in grid-connected mode, employing constant
PQ control. In the event of the CB switch being open, the energy inverter assumes the
role of a voltage source in islanded mode, utilizing VSG control to provide voltage and
frequency support. In the diagram, Udc denotes the direct current (DC) source voltage,
and S1~S6 represent the switch devices, collectively forming a three-phase inverter. R, L,
and C signify the equivalent resistance, inductance, and capacitance of the filtering circuit.
P0 and Q0 represent the actual active and reactive power output of the inverter, while Pref
and Qref are the predetermined references for active and reactive power. uk and ik represent
the measured AC voltage and inductor current of the inverter, uok and iok are the voltage
(capacitor voltage) at the PCC and the filtered current, and ugk is the voltage of the main
grid. Here, k = a, b, and c.
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Kirchhoff’s voltage law is used to set up the current state equations for the PCS in the
d-q rotating coordinate system for the main circuit shown in Figure 2. The current state
equations for the PCS can be formulated as follows using the d-q coordinate system:{

did
dt = − R

L id + ωiq +
1
L ud − 1

L uod
diq
dt = − R

L iq − ωid +
1
L uq − 1

L uoq
(1)
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where ud = Udc ∗ Sd, uq = Udc ∗ Sq, id, and iq are the d-q axis components of the inductor
current (A), ud and uq represent the d-q axis components of the inverter’s AC output voltage
(V), uod and uoq are the d-q axis components of the capacitor voltage (V), and ω is the angular
frequency, while Sd and Sq denote the d-q axis components of the switch control signals.

Figure 3 shows the traditional current inner-loop decoupling control based on Equation (1).
The PI controller for the current inner loop is shown by kI(s). Voltage feedforward com-
pensation is used at the output of the current compensator to lessen the effect that the
output voltage has on the current inner loop output. Consequently, the output current
is influenced not only by the current reference value but also by disturbances from the
output voltage.
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3. Power Conversion System Control Strategy
3.1. VSG Control Strategy

The second-order model of an implicit-pole synchronous generator with a pole pair
number of 1 has been studied as an example [17,18]. This was undertaken to avoid the
complexity of electromagnetic coupling in synchronous motors. When the pole pair number
is 1, the generator’s power angle δ is equal to the phase angle θ. The virtual synchronous
machine’s torque is composed of three parts: the mechanical torque from the prime mover,
the electromagnetic torque from the synchronous generator to itself, and the damping
torque, denoted as Tm, Te, and TD, respectively [19]. The system’s rotational inertia J
and damping coefficient D impart inertia and damping. The mechanical power Pm and
electromagnetic power Pe are obtained by calculating the mechanical and electromagnetic
torques, and the rotor angular velocity ω continuously approaches the rated value ω0. The
rotor mechanical equation for the virtual synchronous generator is established:{

J d(ω−ω0)
dt = Tm − Te − TD = Pm

ω − Pe
ω − D(ω − ω0)

ω = dδ
dt = dθ

dt
(2)

The P-f controller provides electromagnetic torque by simulating the active droop
characteristic of a synchronous generator. Set reference active power Pref and droop active
power ∆P determine the mechanical power Pm.

Pm = Pre f + ∆P = Pre f + Kp(ω0 − ω) (3)

The Q-U controller adjusts the reactive power based on the droop characteristic. The
VSG no-load potential Un, the set reference reactive power Qref, and the droop reactive
power ∆Q determine the amplitude reference value of the terminal voltage E.

E = (Kp +
Ki
s
)[Un + KQ(Qre f − Q)] (4)

The stator voltage equation determines the synchronous generator’s virtual stator
impedance. The excitation voltage is calculated through the impedance drop, providing a
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reference voltage for the voltage inner loop. The stator voltage equation for the synchronous
generator can be established as follows:

ure f = E − i(ra + jXd) (5)

where uref is the reference voltage obtained by the upper layer VSG algorithm at the inverter
port, i is the stator armature current, and ra and Xd together form the virtual impedance.
Different impedance drop values can be set to improve dynamic characteristics. In this
study, the armature resistance is set to 0 and the synchronous reactance is set to ωLs.

The block diagram of the VSG controller can be obtained from Equations (2) to (5), as
illustrated in Figure 4.
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The voltage loop maintains actual voltage stability by tracking the voltage reference
generated by the VSG power loop. Decoupling is required for independent control because
of the coupling of the inverter output three-phase voltages and the mutual coupling of the
current [20]. The voltage loop state equations for the PCS in the d-q rotating coordinate
system can be established according to Kirchhoff’s current law and in conjunction with
Figure 1: {

duod
dt = 1

C id − 1
C iod + ωuoq

duoq
dt = 1

C iq − 1
C ioq + ωuod

(6)

where iod and ioq are the d-q axis components of the filtered current (A). PI control is
employed to regulate the voltage, generating a reference current as the input signal for the
current inner loop. The expression for the voltage loop is obtained as follows:iVSGd =

(
udre f − uod

)(
kp +

ki
s

)
+ iod − ωCuoq

iVSGq =
(

uqre f − uoq

)(
kp +

ki
s

)
+ ioq + ωCuod

(7)

where iVSGd and iVSGq are the d-q axis components of the VSG output reference current (A),
udref and uqref are the d-q axis components of the VSG output reference voltage (V), and kp
and ki are the proportional and integral coefficients of the PI controller.

3.2. PQ Control Strategy

When there is a significant voltage or frequency deviation between the microgrid
and the grid, VSG control may lead to overloading of the PCS due to the limited energy
storage capacity of the energy storage module, causing voltage and frequency oscillations
in the microgrid. The system selects the PQ control strategy to meet the power output
requirements during grid-connected operation. Its control principle is as follows: using the
voltage and frequency of the main grid as references, it maintains the voltage amplitude
and frequency of the microgrid to roughly follow the operation of the main grid. The
main control system adjusts the current magnitude and phase based on power demand.
PQ control consists of a power outer loop and a current inner loop; the power outer loop
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determines the reference current, which serves as the input signal for the inner loop. The
inverter output reference power is determined byPre f =

3
2

(
ugdiPQd + ugqiPQq

)
Qre f =

3
2

(
ugdiPQq − ugqiPQd

) (8)

where iPQd and iPQq are the d-q axis components of the reference current output by the PQ
control power loop (A), and ugd and ugq are the d-q axis components of the three-phase
grid voltage (V). In the ideal rotating coordinate system, the q-axis component of the grid
voltage is 0. Hence, the expression for the power loop is derived as follows: iPQd = 2

3
Pre f
ugd

iPQq = − 2
3

Qre f
ugd

(9)

3.3. Switch Control Strategy

During prolonged islanded operation of the microgrid, power influences the output
voltage, leading to deviations in amplitude, phase, and frequency compared to the main
grid. Attempting grid connection directly when significant deviations occur may result
in substantial impact currents, leading to grid connection failure and even causing grid
oscillations, posing safety hazards. Taking the example of the a-phase of three-phase
symmetrical voltages under normal conditions, let the microgrid bus voltage be uoa ∠ θ
and the grid voltage be uga ∠ θg, with the difference between them denoted as u. Generally,
the amplitude Uo of the microgrid bus voltage is almost identical to the amplitude Ug of
the main grid voltage, but there may be a significant phase difference. Therefore,

∆u = uoa − uga
= Uo sin(ωt + θ)− Ug sin(ω0t + θg)

≈ 2U sin(ω−ω0
2 t + θ−θg

2 ) cos(ω+ω0
2 t + θ+θg

2 )

(10)

Even if the amplitude of the microgrid bus voltage is close to the grid voltage am-
plitude, due to the existence of a phase difference, a maximum voltage difference of 2U
occurs on both sides of the PCC point during grid connection, leading to significant im-
pact currents causing grid oscillations and switch failures. Therefore, pre-synchronization
control is employed before grid connection to compensate for both amplitude and phase,
making the inverter output voltage approach the grid voltage, thereby reducing grid
connection impacts. {

E = E∗ + ∆Es = E∗ + KE
s (ug − uo)

ω = ω∗ + ∆ωs = ω∗ + Kω
s (θg − θ)

(11)

where E is the reference voltage amplitude, E* is the reference voltage amplitude before com-
pensation, and the amplitude integral coefficient KE adjusts the amplitude to be consistent
with the grid voltage amplitude. ω* is the angular frequency before phase compensation,
and the phase integral coefficient Kω adjusts the phase to approach the grid frequency. The
control block diagram for the pre-synchronization strategy is shown in Figure 5.

During the islanded operation of the microgrid, the amplitude and phase compensa-
tion switches, S, remain open. Upon receiving the pre-synchronization signal, the switch S
closes, initiating pre-synchronization control to adjust the voltage amplitude E and phase θ.
Upon meeting the conditions for grid connection, the system immediately initiates grid
connection by opening switch S.
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phase θ. Upon meeting the conditions for grid connection, the system immediately initi-
ates grid connection by opening switch S. 

This paper integrates the advantages of VSG control and PQ control, allowing VSG 
and PQ to run in parallel, and the control strategy must synchronize switching during the 
instantaneous mode transition. Both control strategies involve current loops in their inner 
structures upon analysis of their principles. To minimize the impact of mode transitions, 
this paper enables both control strategies to run simultaneously and share a common cur-
rent loop. Switching the control method involves toggling the current reference signals 
generated by the two control strategies, as illustrated in Figure 6, where idref and iqref repre-
sent the d-q axis components (A) of the inner loop input current reference values. 
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This paper integrates the advantages of VSG control and PQ control, allowing VSG
and PQ to run in parallel, and the control strategy must synchronize switching during the
instantaneous mode transition. Both control strategies involve current loops in their inner
structures upon analysis of their principles. To minimize the impact of mode transitions,
this paper enables both control strategies to run simultaneously and share a common
current loop. Switching the control method involves toggling the current reference signals
generated by the two control strategies, as illustrated in Figure 6, where idref and iqref
represent the d-q axis components (A) of the inner loop input current reference values.
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4. Super-Twisting Algorithm Based on Extended State Observer

The current inner loop regulates the inductance current based on the reference current.
In conventional VSG/PQ switching, a discontinuity in iref occurs due to the difference
between iVSG and iPQ, leading to significant transient fluctuations in the inverter’s AC-side
voltage and frequency. Moreover, even after meeting the conditions for grid connection,
there may still be deviations in voltage amplitude, frequency, and phase. At this point,
an immediate grid connection can result in significant shock currents. Designing an ESO
to dynamically observe id and iq achieves a smooth transition. Real-time estimation and
compensation keep id and iq stable, preventing abrupt changes. The system utilizes the
advantages of the super-twisting sliding mode to prevent oscillations during the adjustment
process. Introducing a boundary layer function optimizes the system, enhancing control
precision and robustness.

4.1. Extended State Observer Design

As the current components id and iq are symmetrical, we use the d-axis as an exam-
ple for analysis. Considering the voltage drop, coupling terms, and back-EMF term as
disturbances, we can redefine the equation as follows [21,22]:

.
id= dd + bdud

dd= bd
(
−Rid + ωLiq − uod

)
+ w

bd= 1/L

(12)
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where dd represents the total disturbance on the d-axis. Let y = x1 = id, x2 = dd, and the
d-axis state equation is modified as:{ .

x(t) = Ax(t) + Bud(t) + Edd
y(t) = Cx(t)

(13)

where x =

[
x1
x2

]
; A =

[
0 1
0 0

]
; B =

[
b
0

]
; C =

[
1 0

]
; E =

[
1
0

]
.

A new state observer is constructed to compensate for the disturbance terms in the
system. This state observer can be designed as:

Z = Azz(t) + Bzud(t) + L(y − ẑ1) (14)

where z =

[
z1
z2

]
; Az = A =

[
0 1
0 0

]
; Bz = B =

[
b
0

]
; L =

[
l1
l2

]
. l1 and l2 are error gains, and

by appropriately setting the parameters, this ensures the real-time tracking of z1 and z2
with respect to x1 and x2. Derived from |sI2×2 − (A − LC)| = (s + ω0)

n, the poles of the
state observer are configured at the bandwidth ω0, i.e., l1 = 2ωo, l2 = ωo

2, where n is the
order of ESO, which is equal to 2, and I2×2 is the identity matrix of order 2 × 2. The only
parameter of ESO is bandwidth, which is selected according to the convergence rate of
ESO. The bandwidth of the observer is selected according to the maximum interference
frequency of the system, and the resonance frequency of the system is regarded as the
maximum interference frequency of the system.

4.2. Improved Current Sliding Mode Controller Design

Our aim was to design an improved sliding mode control method for the current
inner loop, reducing overshoot and oscillations in the system under input variations, and
achieving fast steady-state response. Taking the d-axis as an example, the error ed can be
defined as follows:

ed = idre f − id (15)

According to the requirements of the current inner loop control, the actual output
current of the inverter needs to track the motion of the reference current. Set the sliding
surface as

Sd = ed + λ

t∫
0

eddt (16)

where λ is a proportionality term with a value greater than 0. When in sliding mode, the
first-order derivative of the sliding surface is equal to 0. Taking derivatives on both sides of
the sliding surface,

.
Sd =

.
ed + λed =

.
idre f −

.
id + λed = 0 (17)

Combining Equations (11), (15), and (17), the equivalent control law for d-axis is obtained:

ueqd = L
.
idre f + Rid − ωLiq + uod + λLed (18)

When the system structure is known, using the equivalent control ueq achieves control
over the known part of the system. To suppress uncertainty disturbances, the switching
control ust is used. The d-axis control voltage is given by

ud = ueqd + ustd (19)
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An enhanced super-twisting sliding mode algorithm is designed to improve control
precision for uncertainty disturbances. Express the traditional super-twisting sliding mode
algorithm as follows: {

uSTA = α|S|
1
2 sign(S) + χ

.
χ = βsign(S)

(20)

For this system, a modified boundary layer function is designed to optimize it:
uεSTA = α|S|

1
2 sat1(S, ε) + β

∫
sat2(S, ε)

sat1(S, ε) =

{
sign(S) |S| ≥ ε
S
εγ |S| < ε

(21)

where α and β are control gains, 0 < ε < 1 is the boundary layer thickness, and γ > 1 is
the exponent factor. With the thickness value determined, introducing the exponent εγ

improves control precision.
Let ϕ1 be defined as ϕ1 = |s|1/2sat1(S, ε). Taking its derivative, we can find

sat2(S, ε) =

{
sign(S) |S| ≥ ε
|S|S
ε2γ |S| < ε

(22)

By substituting Equation (22) into Equation (21) and combining with Equations (18)
and (19), we obtain the d-axis control voltage.

ud = ueqd + ustd

= L
.
idre f + Rid − ωLiq + uod + λLed + α1|Sd|

1
2 sat1(Sd, ε) + β1

∫
sat2(Sd, ε)

(23)

Similarly, the q-axis control voltage is obtained as well.

uq = ueqq + ustq

= L
.
iqre f + Riq + ωLid + uoq + λLeq + α2

∣∣Sq
∣∣ 1

2 sat1
(
Sq, ε

)
+ β2

∫
sat2

(
Sq, ε

) (24)

4.3. Design and Stability Analysis of the Combined Control System

Combining the ESO with the improved sliding mode controller forms a composite
control system. The observer compensates for disturbances through disturbance estima-
tion, and the enhanced super-twisting sliding mode controller tracks errors. Combining
Equations (12) and (15) gives the compensated d-axis voltage after applying the extended
state observer:

ud = 1
bd

[ .
idre f − x2 + λ

(
idre f − x1

)
+ α1bd|Sd|

1
2 sat1(Sd, ε) + β1bd

∫
sat2(Sd, ε)

]
= 1

bd

[ .
idre f − z2 + λ

(
idre f − z1

)
+ α1bd|Sd|

1
2 sat1(Sd, ε) + β1bd

∫
sat2(Sd, ε)

] (25)

The composite control structure is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Outside the boundary layer ε, the improved control rate sat remains the sign func-
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ing α1, α2 > 0 and β1, β2 > 0, the system can maintain stability. Through the computer sim-
ulation, to select the appropriate parameters, after many simulation comparisons, it was 
found that α1, α2 is smaller, the system’s response speed is slower, and the value is too 
large to affect the system stability, and the larger the value of β1, β2, the shorter the time 
for the system to move towards the sliding mode surface, but the larger the value of β1, β2, 
the more unstable the system will be. The optimal values for α1, α2, β1, β2 require iterative 
experiments to determine. 
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To verify the stability of the system, define the Lyapunov function as V = 0.5STS.
For the system to operate stably, its derivative should be less than 0. Take the derivative
as follows:

.
V = 1

2 ST
.
S = Sd

.
Sd + Sq

.
Sq

= Sd

( .
idre f + λ

(
idre f − z1

)
− bdud − z2

)
+ Sq

( .
iqre f + λ

(
iqre f − z3

)
− bquq − z4

)
= Sd

(
−α1|Sd|

1
2 sat1(Sd, ε)− β1

∫
sat2(Sd, ε)

)
+ Sq

(
−α2

∣∣Sq
∣∣ 1

2 sat1
(
Sq, ε

)
− β2

∫
sat2

(
Sq, ε

))
= −

(
α1|Sd|

1
2 Sdsat1(Sd, ε) + α2

∣∣Sq
∣∣ 1

2 Sqsat1
(
Sq, ε

)
+ β1Sd

∫
sat2(Sd, ε) + β2Sq

∫
sat2

(
Sq, ε

))
< 0

(26)

Outside the boundary layer ε, the improved control rate sat remains the sign function,
and its performance is consistent with the traditional super-twisting sliding mode. Within
the boundary layer, the sign of the sat function aligns with S. Therefore, by ensuring α1,
α2 > 0 and β1, β2 > 0, the system can maintain stability. Through the computer simulation,
to select the appropriate parameters, after many simulation comparisons, it was found
that α1, α2 is smaller, the system’s response speed is slower, and the value is too large to
affect the system stability, and the larger the value of β1, β2, the shorter the time for the
system to move towards the sliding mode surface, but the larger the value of β1, β2, the
more unstable the system will be. The optimal values for α1, α2, β1, β2 require iterative
experiments to determine.

5. Simulation and Analysis of Microgrid Operation Mode Switching

To validate the control performance of the proposed smooth switching composite
control system, a system model was constructed using the Matlab/Simulink (R2021b)
platform. The study focused on grid-connected/islanded transitions and islanded/grid-
connected transitions, with the conventional status follower VSG/PQ used for comparison.
The microgrid model comprises a PCS, a filtering circuit, two sets of loads, and the main
power grid. Tables 1 and 2 present simulation parameters and control system parameter
settings. During islanded operation, set the active power to 45 kW and the reactive power
to 10 kvar. During grid-connected operation, set the active power to 55 kW and the reactive
power to 10 kvar.

Table 1. Electrical parameter settings.

Symbol Instruction Values

Udc DC voltage 800 V
ug Grid voltage 380 V
fn Grid frequency 50 Hz
Lg Grid side inductance 2.5 mH
J Rotational inertia 0.3 J/kg·m2

D Damping coefficient 10 N·m·s/rad
fs Switch frequency 5 kHz
L Inverter inductance 5 mH
C Filter capacitor 20 µF
R Equivalent resistance 0.2 Ω

Table 2. Control parameter settings.

Symbol Values

l1 6000
l2 800,000
ε 20
λ 200,000
α1 500
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Table 2. Cont.

Symbol Values

α2 400
β1 1000
β2 15,000
γ1 2
γ2 2.8

5.1. Simulation of Islanded Switching to Grid-Connected Switching

At the initial moment, the microgrid operates in islanded mode, and the PCS, adopting
the VSG control strategy, supports a load of 45 kW of active power and 10 kvar of reactive
power. At t = 0.2 s, the pre-synchronization begins, and both VSG and PQ control strategies
run simultaneously. After completing the pre-synchronization, the microgrid switches to
grid-connected mode. To validate the correctness of the proposed strategy, the PCS, upon
grid connection, takes on the microgrid load and simultaneously feeds 10 kW of active
power to the grid. The simulation results are shown in Figures 8 and 9, where U represents
the grid voltage, Ivsg is the filtered microgrid current, and Igrid is the grid current.

From Figure 8, it is evident that conventional islanded/grid-connected switching
results in a certain degree of voltage distortion when transitioning from islanded to grid-
connected mode. Additionally, it leads to power fluctuations and significant transient cur-
rents, with a longer adjustment time. As shown in Figure 9, adopting the improved method
proposed in this paper for islanded/grid-connected switching, pre-synchronization adjust-
ment begins immediately upon receiving the signal at 0.2 s. After the pre-synchronization
of the microgrid voltage and frequency is completed, around 0.225 s, grid connection is
initiated without voltage fluctuations or current surges, and power fluctuations are mini-
mal. The improved control strategy effectively reduces the impact during microgrid mode
transitions, thereby enhancing the quality of electrical energy.
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5.2. Simulation of Switching from Grid to Island

Before 0.7 s, the microgrid was initially in grid-connected operation with an active
load of 55 kW and a reactive load of 10 kvar. At t = 0.7 s, a fault occurred in the main grid,
leading to an immediate transition to islanded operation. During islanded operation, the
VSG supplied an active power of 45 kW and a reactive power of 10 kvar. For comparison,
we used conventional dual-mode operation with grid/island switching as the control
group. The simulation results are presented in Figures 10 and 11.

As shown in Figure 10, conventional grid/island switching results in a slight decrease
in voltage magnitude during the transition from grid-connected to island operation. The
output current from the PCS and the current from the main grid exhibit significant shocks,
leading to considerable overshoot and adversely affecting the microgrid load’s stable
operation. In contrast, as depicted in Figure 11, employing the improved method proposed
in this paper for grid-connected/islanded switching maintains a nearly constant microgrid
voltage, and the microgrid current shows no overshoot or oscillations, avoiding any impact
on the load stability.
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6. Experimental Results

In order to verify the accuracy and reliability of the above theory, an experimental
platform was built, as shown in Figure 12. The main circuit and the control loop model
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were built for the optical storage AC microgrid. The main circuit makes the photovoltaic
power generation system, the PCS and the load adopt the common AC bus structure,
integrated with TI’s TMS320F28355 DSP and oscilloscope. Both photovoltaic and energy
storage batteries have DC sources instead. Table 3 present the experimental parameters.
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6.1. Scenario 1

At the initial time, the micro-grid is off-grid, and the load is a pure active load of
4 kW. At same time, the active power output of the photovoltaic system is 2 kW, the
power output of the PCS is 2 kW, and the VSG control strategy is used. At micro-grid
pre-synchronization, VSG and PQ run side by side, and the micro-grid switches to the
on-grid after pre-synchronization. PQ control is used in grid-connected operation. The
output power is 4 kW, and 2 kW of it flows into the large power grid.

When the micro-grid is on-grid, the load is switched from 4 kW to 3 kW. The output
power of the PCS is still 4 kW, and 3 kW of it flows into the large power grid. When
the reference power of the PQ control of the PCS changes suddenly, the reference power
changes from 4 kW to 3 kW. The output power of the PCS is 3 kW, and 2 kW of it flows
into the large power grid. The output voltage and the current of the PCS, and the grid side
current, are shown in Figure 13. Taking Phase A as an example, Ua is the output voltage of
the PCS, I0a is the output current of the PCS, and Iga is the grid side current.
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As shown in Figure 13, when the new control strategy is adopted, the voltage of the
PCS can be kept stable and the current can be switched quickly without impact on the large
power grid. If the PCS works in grid-connected mode, it can respond quickly when the
load is suddenly cut off or the reference power is changed.

6.2. Scenario 2

At the initial time, the micro-grid is on-grid, and the load is a pure active load of
4 kW. The active power output of the photovoltaic system is 2 kW. The reference power
of PCS’s PQ control is 3 kW, and 1 kW of it flows into the large power grid. When the
system is switched to off-grid, the PCS adopts the VSG control strategy and the reference
output power is 2 kW. When the micro-grid is off-grid, the load is cut off from 4 kW to
3 kW. The output voltage, current, and current of the PCS are shown in Figure 14. Taking
Phase A as an example, Ua is the output voltage, I0a is the output current, and Iga is the grid
side current.
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As shown in Figure 14, when the new control strategy is adopted, the voltage of the
PCS can be kept stable, the current can be switched quickly, no clutter is produced, and
the power grid is not impacted. If the micro-grid is in off-grid operation mode, the output
voltage of the PCS does not increase or decrease suddenly because of the load fluctuation,
and the voltage and current will be in a stable operating state.

7. Conclusions and Future Perspectives

In this study, a novel method is proposed that integrates the super-twisting control
algorithm with an extended state observer. Enabling the simultaneous operation of VSG
control and PQ control in the PCS, and sharing the inner current loop, facilitates the
transition between control strategies through the transformation of control signals. The
combination of the super-twisting control algorithm and an extended state observer effec-
tively addresses reference signal issues during the switching process, thereby improving
its dynamic performance. The simulation and experimental results show that the control
strategy can achieve the stable operation of the micro-network with the least influence
during the switching process. The following conclusions are derived:

(1) The introduction of an improved boundary layer super-twisting control algorithm
into the current inner loop control of the PCS enhances system robustness, rapid
response, and operational stability.

(2) The super-twisting control algorithm and an extended state observer are used together
to improve the system’s dynamic performance and deal with the problem of sudden
changes in current commands during microgrid islanding and grid-connected switch-
ing. During control signal switching, the voltage and current changes are smoother,
reducing the impact on power.
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(3) This study focuses on PCS and considers only the islanding/grid-connected switching
under energy storage. Further research is necessary for the coordinated management
of multiple inverters within the system.
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